CAFÉ
Portable Commercial Umbrella
Are you thinking of creating An

Outdoor Living Area?

Extend the use of your outdoor areas, but retain
the freedom to re-configure the space. The Café
portable umbrella is light and easy to handle,
whilst strong enough to withstand wind gusts up
to 60kph, making it ideal for
everyday commercial use.
A discreet and robust rope and stainless pulley
system, ensures the quick and easy operation of
the canopy in every size.
The Ø49mm umbrella column fits most tables,
sockets and bases, seamlessly integrating with
existing furniture.
An architectural grade, PVC Canopy, that is
waterproof, heat reflective, and UV resistant,
keeps customers, dry, cool and sun-safe.
The option of a lockable base plate or socket
secures the umbrella to site, deterring
unauthorized removal.
Direct to canopy screen printing allows you to
professionally promote your brand with quality
color fast inks.
Engineered certified for wind gusts of up 60kph,
the Café umbrella will remain stable and
pleasant to be under in breezy weather, while
giving you ample time to retract and store the
umbrella in changing conditions
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The Café's square canopy makes for easy placement of multiple
umbrellas in tight spaces, folding compactly away when not in
use. Choose from four standard sizes offering coverage up to
12m², but as the Designer and Manufacturer, we're able to adjust
heights and canopy sizes for that perfect fit to your site
Commercial Construction
The Café's lightweight and corrosion resistant aluminium frame is
assembled with marine grade stainless componentry, and powder
coated in a colour of your choice, for a smart, easy care, finish.
Tensioned steel cables have been concealed within the canopy's
seams and secured by anti-creep fixings to help maintain stability
and shape during weather exposure -extending the life of the
canopy
Premium PVC Canopy
The Café's architectural grade, waterproof PVC canopy is
available over 40 colours, with options for a translucent or solid
colour finish. Each shade has been tested and rated on the ability
to reflect, absorb and transfer heat, ensuring the umbrella is cool
and comfortable to be under. A permanent UV surface treatment
provides superior sun protection with an Ultraviolet Protection
Factor of 50+, blocking harmful UVA and UVB rays
Simple Installation
With umbrella weights between 10 - 16 kg, the Café portable is
easy to move and install. Choose a transportable base to
reposition the umbrella on site, or opt for the discreet in ground
socket for more permanent placement in grass, concrete, paving,
or decking. The umbrella can still be removed from the socket
and the opening safely concealed with a cover.
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General Specifications

•

Canopy Styles: Square.

•

Canopy Type: Retractable, architectural grade, PVC Canopy,
available in a range of translucent or solid colours.

•

Installation Method: Transportable base plate or in ground
socket.

•

Frame Construction: Ø49mm corrosion resistant structural
aluminium column, marine grade 316 stainless catenary cables
and componentry.

•

Frame Finish: Powder coated in your preferred colour from the
Dulux Interpon range.

•

Engineer Wind Rated: up to 60kph open.

•

Accessories: Corporate branding via direct to canopy screen
printing.

A full range of spare parts are available for the long-term care of your
umbrella

